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UNCOMPLEMENTED C(X)-SUBALGEBRAS OF C(X)

BY

JOHN WARREN BAKER

ABSTRACT. In this paper, the uncomplemented subalgebras of the Banach

algebra C(X) which are isometrically and algebraically isomorphic to  C(X) are

investigated.   In particular, it is shown that if X is a O-dimensional compact

metric space with its fc>th topological derivative X(a>) nonempty, then there

is an uncomplemented subalgebra of C(X) isometrically and algebraically iso-

morphic to  C(X).

For each ordinal   a à 1,  a class  <?a of homeomorphic O-dimensional uncount-

able compact metric spaces is introduced.   It is shown that each uncountable

O-dimensional compact metric space contains an open-and-closed subset which

belongs to some Ca.

1. Introduction. Let X and Y be topological spaces and <f> be a (continuous)

map from X onto y.   The induced linear operator 4>    is tne multiplicative iso-

metric isomorphism from C(Y) into C(X) that takes / e C(Y) into f<f>.  A major

result is

Theorem 4.6. // X contains an open, O-dimensional compact metric subspace

K with its ath topological derivative  Xl<a' nonempty, then there is a map <fi of

X onto itself such that <f> [C(X)] is uncomplemented in C(X).

Observe that the hypothesis for X is satisfied by all uncountable, O-dimen-

sional compact metric spaces (e.g., the Cantor set C) and by the space T(a) of

ordinals not exceeding a provided a >a> .

If (f> is a map from X onto V then an averaging operator for 0 is a contin-

uous linear operator ¡i from C(X) into C{Y) satisfying \L(f> (/) = / for / € C(Y).

It is easy to see that <f> admits an averaging operator for (f> if and only if there

is a projection P of C(X) onto its subalgebra <f> \.C(Y)\ where ¡i and P are re-

lated by P = <f> ¡i [21, Corollary 2.3].   As with most of the results of this paper,

the conclusion to Theorem 4.6 can be stated in terms of averaging operators (i.e.,

there is a map of X onto itself which does not admit an averaging operator).

The (E¿-spaces introduced in §4 are formed by adding rays rQ(a) = {ß\ ß is

an ordinal, ß < a¡ to the Cantor set £ so that each point in Ca is the limit of a
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ray rQ(a).   A homeomorphic classification of Ca-spaces similar to the classical

homeomorphic classification of the Cantor set is established (Lemma 4.3).   The

fact that each nondispersed O-dimensional compact metric space contains an open-

and-closed Ca-space for some  a. provides a new technique for working with

these spaces.

In the final section of this paper, two applications of the "uncomplemented

C(X)-subalgebras of C(X)" results are included.   Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2

are "uncomplemented" analogoues of A. Pei'czynski's "complemented C(S)-sub-

spaces" theorems in his paper, On C(S)-subspaces of separable Banach spaces [22].

2. Preliminaries. The notation and terminology is that of Dunford and

Schwartz's Linear operators. I [14] and Kelley's General topology [18] with the

following exception: A decomposition D of a topo logical space X is a disjoint

collection of closed subsets of X such that X = \J {A: A e D\ and the quotient

space is denoted by X/D.   An isomorphism /i between two Banach algebras which

is multiplicative (i.e., ¡Áfg) = lÁf)n(g)) is called an algebra isomorphism.

For each subspace S of X let S       denote the set of all accumulation points

of S which are contained in S.   Then S       is the complement in S of the set of

points which are isolated in the relative topology of 5.   If A is an ordinal, the

topological derivative of order A of S, denoted S     , is defined by transfinite in-

duction as follows: S(0) = S,  SW = (S(a>)(1) if A = a + 1, and S(A) = f\<AS(a)

if A is a limit ordinal.

The first limit ordinal is denoted by a> and the first uncountable ordinal by Q. We

assume that all maps are continuous and that all topological spaces are Hausdorf f.

3. Construction of uncomplemented subalgebras.  This section is closely re-

lated to the author's work in [4].  Most of the terminology and notations used in

that paper are needed in this section and are used without being redefined.

If D is a decomposition of a topological space X and q is the quotient map

D, then q    is an isometric isomorphism from C{X/D) onto the subalgebra of

C(X) consisting of the functions which are constant on each set in D.   Frequently,

this subalgebra of C(X) is identified with C(X/D) without specific reference to

the isomorphism q  .  We follow Arens \i\ and write D = 0 when D has no plural

sets.  The abbreviation u.s.c. is used for upper semicontinuous.

If Z is a D-saturated subset of X, then the restriction of the decomposition

D to Z is denoted Dz.   If D is u.s.c, then Dz is u.s.c. and the identity map

of Z/Dz onto q(Z) is a homeomorphism (see [10, I, §5.2, Proposition 4, p. 54]).

If Z is normal, then Z/Dz is normal [15, p. 85] and q{Z) is a normal subset

of X/D.

Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 are basically the same as Lemma 1.2 and

Theorem 1.3, respectively, in [4]. The main difference is that the assumption

that X is normal is replaced by the assumption that a subspace Z of X is normal.
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The proofs of these two results are omitted, since their proofs are similar to the

corresponding proofs in [4] and the only additional information needed is con-

tained in the preceding paragraph.   The purpose of Lemma 3.1 is to replace Lemma

1.2 of [4] in the proof of Proposition 3.2.

Lemma 3.1. Let  X be a topological space and ¡et D be an u.s.c, decomposi-

tion of X.   Suppose there is a D-saturated, normal subspace Z of X and a plural

set Y of D in Int (Z) such that D is contracting at Y and the boundary dY of

Y contains at least n points.   If P is a projection of C(X) onto C(X/D), then

\\P\\>3-2/n.

Moreover, if f > 0,  if U is a neighborhood of Y and if y., y,, • • •, y    are

distinct points in dY,  then there exist an i and a neighborhood V of y. such

that for each t in V ~ Y there exists f in C(X) with f | (X ~ U) = 0,  ||/|| ■

/(r)= 1, and P/(r) > 3 - 2/« - 6.

The following proposition establishes a lower bound for the norms of projec-

tions of C(X) onto a C(Y)-subalgebra of C(X).   This proposition demonstrates

that the existence of repeated limits of plural sets in the decomposition that Y

induces on X can increase the norm of projections from C(X) onto this C(Y)-

subalgebra.   This result substantially generalizes R.   Arens's "3 - 2/n lower

bound theorem" [3, Theorem 3.1] and extends a similar result obtained indepen-

dently by S. Ditor to noncompact spaces [12, Corollary 5.4].  However, Ditor's

result is more general in the compact case.   The definition of L (m j, w2, • • •, m )

is given in [4].

Proposition 3.2. Let D be an u.s.c. decomposition of a topological space X

and Z a normal subspace of X such that Int (Z) is D-saturated.   If D, ,z> has

property L  {m., m2, •••,m  ) and P is a projection of C(X) onto C(X/D), then

n

||P||>2n + l- Z 2/m..
i=l

Remarks 3.3. The "upper semicontinuous" requirement in Theorem 1.3 in [4]

was inadvertently omitted.

Let <f> be a map of a compact space X onto a compact (Hausdorff) space Y

and let A¿ be the decomposition \<f>~ (y)\ y e Y] oí X.   Then Aj is u.s.c,

since <f> is closed.   It is interesting to observe that if Ai has property

L {mvm^,---,m ), then using Ditor's definition in [12], AJjObj, m2, •••, m )

¿ 0.   Therefore, either by Proposition 3.2 or by Corollary 5.4 in [12], an averaging

operator U for <f> has

n n

Il y II > 2n + 1 - Z 2/ra. = 1 + 2 £ (1 - \/m).
i'=l i=l
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The next lemma is a more general form of the author's Lemma 2.4 in [4]. Both

this lemma and the construction given in its proof are essential in the proofs of the

theorems of this paper.

Lemma 3.3. (Construction of subspaces of C(X) with high projection norm).

Let X be a topological space and n a positive integer.   Suppose Z is a normal

subspace of X and S is a subset of Int (Z) with S(n) 4 0 such that each point

in S(     has a countable neighborhood base.   Then for each positive integer k > 1

there exists an u.s.c. decomposition D of X such that

(1) Each plural set in D consists of k elements of S.

(2) X/D is Hausdorff. Moreover, X/D is, respectively, normal, compact,

first-countable, or compact and metrizable, provided X has the corresponding

property.

(3) If q is the quotient map from X onto X/D, then q    is an algebraic iso-

metric isomorphism from C(X/D) into C(X).

(4) The decomposition D"' of X contains a plural set if and only if j <n.

(5) // P is a projection of C(X) onto CiX/D), then \\P\\ > In - 1 - (2n - 2)/k.

Proof. Let x £ S1*' and let G be a closed neighborhood of x included in

Int (Z).   By induction, we select nonempty families Cv C2, • • • » C„+i and

Xlj,  lij, • • •, U„+i of subsets of   Int (O such that if 1 <m <n + 1 (and CQ = 0)

then

(a) C. consists of a singleton subset of S and each set in C    for m > 1
( -   +1) m

consists of k elements from S

(b) If a e A for some A e C    and U is a neighborhood of a, then U in-

cludes a set in C   _t [i.e., a is an accumulation point of sets in C__ jl«

(c) ll     is a family of disjoint, closed subsets such that for each A in  C ,
HI a "*

there is a neighborhood U .  of A in u     which does not include any other set

in £_•
n
(d) If U € ll   then U does not intersect any set in C. for 1 < / < m.

m ] ~

(e) ll_ implies ll      ,  for m > 1.

(f). The decomposition D    of X consisting of the plural sets in

(U"= } C.) U U    is contracting and each set in Uffl is a nonlimit set of Dm.

Let Cj be the family consisting of the singleton set \x\ and let 11 j = \G\.

It is easy to see that conditions (a)—(f) are satisfied for m = I.

Next, suppose Cv C2, • • •, C     and llj, ll2, • • •, UTO have been selected and

»72 <«.   Let A be a set in C  .   We may suppose Ä = |flj, a2, • • •, az\ where each

a. is in s("~m+1) where z = 1 if m = 1 and z = k if m > 1.   There exists a

neighborhood £/,   of A  in ll    which does not intersect any other set in C^.

There is a family i.t/.,?=1 of closed disjoint sets such that for each i, U'. is a
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neighborhood of a{ and is a subset of UA.   Let {V..1"!!, be a closed monotone

neighborhood base for a; with V.. C U{ for each /'.   In fact, we can suppose

<y,-yi°t:i  is selected so that, for each i and /', V{. ~ Vr.(.+ 1> is a neighborhood of

a point a.. in S(n_m>.   Then there is a family {^¿.i^j of disjoint closed sets

such that W.. is a neighborhood of a .. included in V.. ~ ^v-mv   Then, we define

A.. = \a.lu   Jl< r< ¿M for 1 < i<z,

k

U<A i}) = U Wnjk+r) for 1 < f < z and / = 0, 1, 2, . •.,
r=l

Cm+1 = iA«,l A 6 Cm' 1 - ' - Z>  and 7 = °. 1. 2, • • • l>

Ü     , = {t/(A..)| A eC   , Ki<z, and ; = 0, 1, 2, ••• [.

Using these definitions, it is easy to see that hypotheses (a)—(e) are satisfied by

Cot+1 and ll^+j.   The proof that (f) is satisfied is given in [4, paragraphs 2 and

3, p. 96].  This completes the inductive selection of Cj, C2, • • •, C +.  and

Let D be the decomposition of X consisting of the plural sets in U"=|C.

It follows from Lemma 2.2 in [4] that since D +.   is contracting, D is also con-

tracting.   (Let M = D   ..  in Lemma 2.2.) This selection of D is easily seen to

satisfy conclusions (1) and (3).   Let q denote the quotient map of D.   Since D

is u.s.c. and G is a neighborhood of each plural set in D, DG (the restriction of

D to G) is u.s.c. and the identity map of G/DG onto q(Z) is a homeomorphism

[10, I, §5.2, Proposition 4, p. 53].   Since G is normal, G/Dg is normal and q(G)

is a normal subspace of X/D.   A similar argument with G replaced by Z shows

q(Z) is a normal subspace of X/D.   But q{G) C q(Int Z) = Int q{Z), and q is a

homeomorphism on X »v. G.   Since X ~ G is Hausdorff, it follows that X/D is

Hausdorff.   If X is normal or compact, then X/D has the corresponding property

[15,  pp. 85 and 104].   If X is both compact and metrizable, it follows by a theorem

of K. Morita and S. Hanai [19, Theorem l] and also by A. H. Stone [26, Theorem l]

that X/D is also compact and metrizable.   If X is first countable, X/D is also

first countable since each decomposition set contains at most k elements.   Thus

D satisfies conclusion (2) also.

The following generalization of (5) is established next:

(5*) If M is an u.s.c. decomposition of X such that M contains each plural

set of D and M is contracting at each plural set in D, then each projection P of

C(X) onto C{X/M) has  ||P|| >2n-l-(2n- 2)/k.

To establish (5'), we let S. = D(¿) ̂  DU+1) for i = 1, 2, • • •, n - 1. Since

each set in S. is a plural set in D and M is contracting at each of these sets,

M satisfies property L  _l(k, k, • • •, k).   By Proposition 3.2, each projection
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P  of C(X) onto C(X/,Vi) has ||P|| > 2n - 1 - (2n - 2)/*.   This proves (5').   Letting

D = M, we obtain (5).

To establish (4), observe that it follows by induction that the decomposition

D m   satisfies the following properties provided Q <m <n:

(i) \J"=~2m+l C. is the family of plural sets in D(m).

(ii) The family of plural sets in C       +.  is the set of nonlimit plural sets in
Dim).

By (i), D m   contains a plural set if and only i( n - m + 1 >2 or m < n - 1.

This proves (4).

In case the collection S       in Lemma 3.3 contains an isolated point with

respect to its subset topology, the decomposition D of Lemma 3.3 can be selected

so that two additional properties are satisfied.

Lemma 3.4. // S"1' ~ 5(n    ' is nonempty in Lemma 3.3, then the decomposi-

tion D can be also selected so that

(l')Each plural set of D(i) ~ D(j+1) consists of k elements of S(,) -v 5(,+1).

(6) For each ordinal number a.,  t e S^a' if and only if q(t) € q(SYa'.

Proof. If 5(n) ^ 5(n + 1) is nonempty, then "SU)" can be replaced with

"S   \i!    '" for each t in the proof of Lemma 1.   [in this case, let

x e (S("' ~ 5("    ').]   By the revised form of inductive hypothesis (a), it follows

that each plural set in C  _m+1  consists of ¿-points from Slm'-\,Slm    '.   This

establishes (l').

Next, we establish (6) by transfinite induction.   It is obvious if a = 0.

Suppose (6) is valid for all   a < y  where  1 < y.   Let x  e SK,>.   Then

for each a < y, there exists a sequence ix  } of distinct points in S

such that x    —« x.    By inductive hypothesis,  \q(x )\ C q(S)       and since q(x ) —>

q(x), q(x) e"q(S)^\

Conversely, let qix) e q(S)     .   Then, for each a < y, there exists a sequence

\y \ of distinct points in ?(S)      such that y  —>q(x).  Choose xfl e S with

q(jc ) = y .   By inductive hypothesis, x    e S(    .   If q(x) is a singleton set, then

x  —» x and it follows that x eS(r'.  If x is a plural set, then y < o by (1*) and

x = [zj, z2, • • •, z  ! for some choice of z¿ in 5.   Let i/1# t/2, • • •, t/fe be disjoint

neighborhoods of z,, z2, • • •, z., respectively.   Since D is contracting, we may

assume each U. is (D ~ i^Oc)i)-saturated.   As before, there is a sequence [xnl

of distinct points in 5(y_1' such that <?(*„) —» q(x).   But an infinite subsequence

{x   J of {x  1 is included in some U..   Then xn   —>z., so z   e 5 r).   But by(l'),

z. é S(r) implies |zr z2, • • ■, zfc} C5(r).  Since x e q(x), x e S{y).

Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 ate, respectively, the uncomplemented analogues of

Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.
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Lemma 3.5. (Construction of uncomplemented subspaces of C(X)).  Suppose

Z is a normal subspace of a topological space X and S is a subset of Int (Z)

with S ai' / 0 such that each point in S(  ' has a countable neighborhood base.

Then for each positive integer k > 1 there exists an u.s.c. decomposition such

that conclusions (l)-(3) of Lemma  3.3 are satisfied.  Moreover,

(4) The decomposition D(,) of X contains a plural set if and only if j < o>.

(5) The subspace C(X/D) of C(X) is uncomplemented in C(X).

Proof. Suppose x£r    .   Let ÍO^i^-j   be an open monotone neighborhood

base for x with Oj C Int (Z).  We may assume this neighborhood base is selected

so that 0   ~ ^„+i iS a neighborhood of a point x    e S    '.  Let E    be a closed

neighborhood of xn included in 0   ~ 0  +1>   If R is the decomposition of X con-

sisting of the plural sets ÍE  i"0^, then R is clearly contracting.   Let S   = S D

Int (E ).  Since x    e S . it follows by (5 ) of Lemma 3.3 that there is a contract-
n

ing decomposition M    of X with each plural set in M   a subset of S    such that

if M is a contracting decomposition containing each plural set in M    and P is

a projection of C(X) onto C(X/M), then ||P|| > n.   Moreover, each M    can be

selected so that each plural set contains exactly k points of S .   Let D be the

decomposition consisting of the plural sets in M .   By Lemma 2.2 in [4], D is

contracting.   Thus, there does not exist a projection P of C(X) onto C{X/D),

since ||P|| >n for each positive integer n is impossible.   This proves (5).   Parts

(1) and (3) are trivial, and the proof of (2) is the same as in Lemma 3.3.   Part (4)

follows, since the decomposition M    has the property that M '   contains a plural

set if and only if ; < n.

Lemma 3.6. // 5   ' »\. S is nonempty in Lemma 3.5, then the decompose

tion D can also be selected so that

(l') Each plural set of D(j) ~ D(,+1) consists of k elements of Sij) «n, S(,+1).

(6) For each ordinal number a, t e 5(a) if and only if qU) 6 ?(S)     .

Proof. If S      ~ S(<u+" ' is nonempty, then the point x in the proof of Lemma

3.5 can be selected from S      ~ S*a    '.   Also, the points x    in that proof can be

selected from S<n' ~ 5("    "   Then by Lemma 3.4, each of the decompositions

M    in the proof of Lemma 3.5 can be selected so that M    satisfies (1 ).   Since

each plural set of D is contained in some Mn, (1 ) is established.

The proof of (6) is identical to the proof of (6) in Lemma 3.4.

4. Existence of uncomplemented C(X)-subalgebras of C(X).  In this section,

we apply the lemmas of the last section to certain topological spaces  X to con-

struct a subalgebra of C(X) isometrically and algebraically isomorphic to C(X)

that either has a large lower bound for the norms of projections from  C(X) or is

uncomplemented in C(X).
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A topological space X is dispersed (.scattered) if it does not contain a per-

fect subset.  If X is dispersed, there is a least ordinal a such that X(a) is

either finite or empty.   The characteristic (characteristic system) of X is the

ordered pair (a, n) where « is the cardinality of X.  Note that n > 1 if X is com-

pact.   If f is an ordinal, FXf) denotes the space of ordinals not exceeding f with

the interval topology and rQ(£) denotes the subspace of T(£) consisting of the

ordinals strictly less that ¿¡.

Theorem 4.1. Let n be a positive integer.   Suppose a topological space X

includes a compact first-countable set K such that Int (Kr"' contains infinitely

many isolated points.   Then for each e > 0, there is a map $ of X onto itself such

that if P is a projection of C(X) onto <£°[C(X)], then  ||P|| > 2« + 1 - 6.

Proof. Let x be an accumulation point of the set of isolated points in

Int (Kr   .   Suppose j(7.!°°=1  is a neighborhood base for x.   Let {x.i""^ be a

sequence of distinct isolated points of Int (K)   ' with x. in U..   By induction,

there is a sequence \V .!°°=1 of disjoint closed sets such that Vj is a neighborhood

of x. included in Int GO n U..   Since X(n+I) is closed and X(n) ~ X(n+1) is

discrete in its subset topology, we may assume Vj nx(n) = \x .j.   Each V. is dis-

persed and compact; hence, it is O-dimensional [20],   Thus, there exists an open-

and-closed (in V.) neighborhood W. of x. included in Int {V.).   Since

W. C Int (V.), W. is open-and-closed in X.   Let W = U°°_,   W . and S = W U {x\.

The set S is first-countable, compact and has characteristic (»2 + 1, l), so it

follows by a theorem due to Z.   Semadeni [24] (see [5, Corollary 2]) that S is

homeomorphic to TU)"    ).

Let e > 0 and choose a positive integer k sufficiently large so that \2n)/k < 6.

Since S ¡¿0, it follows by Lemma 3.3 that there is an u.s.c. decomposition

D of X such that each projection P of C(X) onto C{X/D) has ||P|| > In + 1 -

{2n)/k >2n + l-e.  Since S(n+1) ~ S(n+2) = i*i, it follows by Lemma 3.4 that

D can also be selected so that if q denotes the quotient map, then x € S( 'if

and only if q(x) e q(Sy     for each ordinal a.   Thus, q{S) also has characteristic

(n + 1, l).  The subset q{S) is compact because S is compact.   But q(S) is first-

countable as each plural set of D is finite, so, by [5, Corollary 2J. q(S) is also

homeomorphic to r((ü"   ).

Let ¡i be a homeomorphism of S onto q(S).  As topological derivatives are

preserved by homeomorphisms [23, Lemma 3.1 (e)], {/iU)i =fi(S(n+1)) = /x(S)(n+1) =

g(S)07+1) = \q(x)\ aa¿ ifa) - q(j¿).  Since x is the only possible accumulation point of

X ~ S contained in S, we can extend ¡i to a map of X into q{X) by letting ¡i(x) = q(x)

for x in X ~ S.   Then <i is one-to-one and onto X/D.   Since q{x) is a singleton

set and q~    is continuous on ^(X) ~ q(S), ¡i is a homeomorphism of X onto X/D.
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Thus, <f> = n~ ' o q is a map of X onto X and <f>°[C(X)] = q°[C(X/D)].  Conse-

quently, each projection P of C(X) onto <£°[C(X)] has ||P|| > In + 1 - «.

Our first "uncomplemented C(X)-algebra of C(x)" result is contained in the

next theorem.   This theorem is essentially the uncomplemented version of

Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose a topological space X includes a first-countable com-

pact subset K such that Int (K)      contains an isolated point for each positive

integer n.   Then there is a map <f> of X onto itself such that <j> [C(X)] is an un-

complemented subalgebra of C(X).

Proof. Let t    be an isolated point in Int (Ky"' for each positive integer n.

Let x be an accumulation point of {/n}~=1.   Suppose Wn\ is a neighborhood base

for x.   For each n, let x    be an isolated point of Int (K) "' contained in U .

By induction, there exists a sequence \V  ¡°°_. of disjoint sets such that V    is
72   72-1 ' 72

a neighborhood of x    included in Int (K) n U .   Since X        ' is closed in its
« 72

subset topology, we may assume V   O X^"' = }x  } for each n.

The remainder of the proof follows the proof of Theorem 4.1, except that

n + 1 is replaced with o and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 are used in place of Lemmas

3.3 and 3.4 respectively.    □

Next, for each denumerable ordinal number a, we construct a compact sub-

space Ca of the unit interval satisfying the two following properties: (1) (v_a)

= C,  and (2) each point in the subset C of Ca is the limit of a well-ordered se-

quence in £a~(_ homeomorphic to T0{(úa).   Let /   k denote the &th open interval

removed (counting from left to right) in the nth step of the construction of the

Cantor set £ [17, p. 70].   Let a    ,  and b    ,  denote the left and right endpoint,

respectively, of /    ,  and let m    .   be the midpoint of /    ,.   In each interval
Tí g /c Tí t fC Tt p fc

[a    ,, i?;    ,) select a well-ordered sequence A    k = {a ¡^a homeomorphic to

TqÍcú0) with lim„<eúa.a   = t?n k.   Similarly, select  a well-ordered sequence

B    L = Í¿,J      n in Cm    ,, è    J homeomorphic to TAcú) with lim      o i», =¿    .•
n.* M fi<aß n,k'     n,k r 0 /i<iua    M 72,*

Then let Ca be the subspace of [O, l] defined by

Clearly, the choice of each A^ k and Bn k is possible but not unique.  The

fact that Ca is independent up to homeomorphism of the choices of A^ k and

B    ,   is established in Proposition 4.4.   It follows from Lemma 1 in [5] and the

construction of Ca that Ca satisfies properties (1) and (2) of the preceding para-

graph.  Compact metric spaces which satisfy (1)  and (2) will be called Ca-spaces.

More specifically,
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Definition. Let a be an ordinal number.  A topological space X is called a (2.-

space if and only if X is an uncountable O-dimensional compact metric space,

X      is perfect, and each point in X1 'is the limit of a well-ordered sequence in

X ~ X^     homeomorphic to rQ(a) ).

If X is a topological space, there is a least ordinal A such that X(  ' =

X .   Let Ker (X) = X       and observe that Ker (X) is the largest perfect subset

of X.

An alternate characterization of Ca-spaces is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let X be a compact O-dimensional metric space.   If a. is an

ordinal number, then X is a (¿.¿space if and only if

Ker(X)CCl[X(r)~Ker(X)]

for each y < a, but X(a) = Ker (X) ¿ 0.

Proof. Suppose X is a Ca-space.   Since X       is perfect, X(  ' = Ker (X).   By

Lemma 1 in [5] it follows that Ker (X) C Cl [X(r) ~ Ker (X)] for each y < a.

Conversely, suppose Ker (X) C Cl [X(r) -v. Ker (X)] for each y < a, but

XI = Ker (X) / 0.   Thus, X1  ' is perfect.   The proof that each point in X    ' is

the limit of a well-ordered sequence of points in X ~ X1     homeomorphic to

ro(tu ) is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [7] and is omitted.

Each uncountable, O-dimensional, perfect, compact metric space is homeomor-

phic to v^.. The following proposition establishes a similar homeomorphic charac-

terization for each Ca.

Proposition 4.4. All (¿¿spaces are homeomorphic.

Proof. Suppose X and Y are C¿-spaces.  Since Ker (X) = X1     and Ker (Y)

= Y(a' are nonempty, O-dimensional, perfect metric spaces, they are both homeo-

morphic to the Cantor set.   Thus, there is a homeomorphism <j> of Ker (X) onto

Ker (Y).  Let G1 = X ~ Ker (X) and G2 = Y ~ Ker (Y).  Since g\7) and G2r)

are infinite for each y < a. and Gj  ' = G\    = 0, it follows by Theorem 3 in [5]

that both G.   and G-   are homeomorphic to TA<ù  ).   By Lemma 4.3,

<#Ker (X) n Cl[X(v) ^ Ker (X)]] = cfÁKet X) = Ker (Y) = Ker (Y) nCl[Y{y)^ Ker (Y)]

for each y < a.  Since Cl[X(r) ~ Ker (X)] = Cl[Y(y) ~ Ker (X)] = 0 for all y > a,

it follows that ¿(Ker (X) n Cl[X(r) ^ Ker (X)]) = Ker (Y) n Cl[Y(r) <v Ker (Y)]

for each ordinal number y.   By Theorem 1.1 in [23], <f> can be extended to a

homeomorphism of X onto Y.

It is well known that a nondispersed compact metric space X contains a sub-

set K homeomorphic to the Cantor set.   However, consideration of the case

X = Cj indicates that even when X is O-dimensional, it is sometimes impossible
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to select K to be open in X.   The next lemma establishes that if X is O-dimen-

sional, then one can find a compact open subset K of X homeomorphic to Ca

for some  a.

Lemma 4.5. Let X be an uncountable O-dimensional compact metric space.

Then X contains an open-and-closed subset homeomorphic to (Ü    for some

countable ordinal number a.

Proof.  Let a. be the least ordinal such that there exists an open-and-closed,

nondispersed subset Y of X with V'11' perfect [25, Theorem 4.7].  Let Y be such a sub-

space of X.  Then for each y in Ker (V) and each open-and-closed neighborhood U of y

included in Y, it follows by the minimality of a that U"' is perfect if and only if

y > a.   Thus, [y(y) ~ Ker (Y)] n U is nonempty and y 6 Cl[V(r) * Ker (Y)] for

each y < cb.  Since this is true for each y e Ker (Y),

Ker(y)CCl[y(r)-Ker(V)]

for each y < a.   Therefore, by Lemma 4.3,  y is a Ca-space.

The second "uncomplemented C(X)-subalgebra of C(X)" result is stated in

the next theorem.  In contrast to Theorem 4.2, this theorem is applicable to 0-

dimensional compact metric spaces with a finite nonempty perfect derivative such

as C, the free union Cj + C2 of v_j and C2 [13, p. 127], and P(O) x C.   How-

ever, Theorem 4.6 does not include Theorem 4.2, since it is easy to construct

spaces which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 but not of Theorem 4.6 (e.g.,

the subset (£ Bx !0j) u(C x [0, l]) of the unit square).

Theorem 4.6. // a topological space X contains an open,   O-dimensional com-

pact metric subspace  K with K       / 0, then there is a map (f> of X onto itself

such that 4> [C(X)\ is uncomplemented in C(X).

Proof.  If K       contains an isolated point for each positive integer n, this

result follows by Theorem 4.2.   Therefore, we may suppose K       is nonempty and

perfect for some n    By Lemma 4.5, there is an open-and-closed subset Y of K

homeomorphic to C   for some integer t.   Let S = Ker (Y).   By Lemma 3.5 there is

a decomposition D of X with each plural set of D a subset of S such that

C{X/D) is uncomplemented in C(X).

Let q be the quotient map of D.   We show q(Y) is O-dimensional by examining

the construction of D in the proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5.   The notation

used in these constructions will be preserved.   Let y £ Y and suppose V is a

neighborhood of q(y) in q(Y).   If y = x where x is the point selected in the proof

of Lemma 3.5, then there exists n such that 0    is included in the neighborhood

q~l(V) of x.   Then q(0 ) is an open-and-closed neighborhood of q{y) included

in V.
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Next, suppose y belongs to the complement of the closed set F = (U°°=i F )

U i*i where Fn and x are defined in the proof of Lemma 3.5.   Then there is an

open-and-closed neighborhood W of y contained in q~ {V) which does not inter-

sect F.   In this case, q{W) is an open-and-closed subset of V in qiY)

containing qiy).

Finally, we suppose y belongs to E    for some n and restrict our attention to

the selection of M    made in the proof of Lemma 3.3.   This M    was constructed
n A n

so that each plural set of M    would be a subset of S   = S O Int (F ).  Suppose

qiy) belongs to one of the disjoint families C     selected in the proof of Lemma

3.3.   Then qiy) = \av a2, • • •, a  \ where z = 1 if m = 1 and z = k if m > 1.  We

may assume that each set in the monotone neighborhood basis \V..} of each a.

selected in that proof is open-and-closed.   Recall the sets W.. were selected so

that W.. CV..^ V c+iy   Since q~ {V) is a neighborhood of qiy), there is a

positive integer p such that V .   C q~ (V) for i => 1, 2, • • •, z.   If W =

U?-j V.,  , +1y it is obvious from the construction of M    in Lemma 3.3 that qiW)

is an open-and-closed neighborhood of qiy) contained in V.

On the other hand, suppose qiy) is not a set in any C¿.   Then, by the con-

struction of M ,  qiy) is a nonlimit singleton set in D and there is an open-and-

closed neighborhood W of y included in q~ (V) which does not intersect any

plural set of D.   In this case, qiW) is an open-and-closed neighborhood of qiy)

included in V.   This completes the proof that q(Y) is O-dimensional.

Since  Y is compact and q is continuous, q(Y) is compact.   By a theorem of

K. Morita and S. Hanai [19, Theorem l] and also of A. H. Stone [26, Theorem l],

qiY) is metrizable.   To establish qiY) is a (_ -space, it remains to be shown that

qiYp1' is a nonempty perfect set and each point in qiY)      is the limit of a well-

ordered sequence of points in qiY) ~ q(Y) '   homeomorphic to T0(a>1).   Recall

that each plural set in D is a subset of Ker (Y).  Consequently,

(1) Ker?(Y) = ?(KerY)

and

(2) qiY) ~ Ker qiY) - qiY -v Ker Y).

Since Ker qiY) is perfect and the restriction of q to Y ~ Ker (Y) is a homeomor-

phism, it follows from the fact that topological derivatives are preserved by homeo-

morphisms [23, Lemma 2.1 (e)] and equalities (1) and (2) above that

qiY)(t) = [qiY) ~ Ker9(Y)](í) «J [Ker9(Y)]

= qi[Y -v Kerç(Y)](i)) u[Ker?(Y)] = KeiqiY).

Thus, qiY)U) is perfect.
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Next, suppose z is in ?(y)(i).   By equality (1) above, there exists y e Ker ÍY)

with q(y) - z.   Let \x ̂        ( be a well-ordered sequence in Y ~ Ker {Y) homeomor-

phic to ro(ta') which converges to z.   Since the restriction of q to  y -^ Ker (y)

is a homeomorphism, it follows from line (2) that {<?(y„)i       , is a well-ordered

sequence in q(Y) ~ Ker q(Y) homeomorphic to TÁ^cú*) which converges to z.

This completes the proof that q{Y) is homeomorphic to q{Y) (see Proposition 4.4).

Since y is an open-and-closed set and q is a homeomorphism of X ~ Y onto

q{X) ~ q(Y), X is homeomorphic to q{X).

Corollary 4.7. // X is a O-dimensional compact metric space with X      ¿ 0,

then there exists a map <f> onto itself such that <f> [C(X)] is an uncomplemented

subalgebra of C(X).

5. Applications of uncomplemented C(X)-subspaces of C(X).  The next two

theorems are the uncomplemented analogues to Theorem 1 and Theorem la, respec-

tively, in [22] as they essentially replace "complemented" in the two theorems

by A. Pel'czyriski with "uncomplemented".

Theorem 5.1. Let S be a compact metric space with S    ' /= 0-.  If a Banach

space X contains a subspace  Y isomorphic to C{S), then there is a subspace Z

of Y such that Z is isomorphic to C(S) and Z is not complemented in X.

Proof. Let /i be an isomorphism of C(S) onto Y.   First, suppose S is count-

able.   Then S is dispersed, and, by Theorem 4.2, there is a map <f> of X onto

itself such that <f> [C(S)] is uncomplemented in C{S).  In this case, ¡i<f> [C{S)] is

a subset of y isomorphic to C(S) which is not complemented in X.

Next suppose S is uncountable.   By Milutin's Theorem (see [21, Theorem 8.5]

or [ll]) there is an isomorphism v of C((_) onto C(S).  By Corollary 4.7 there is a

map 4> of (E onto itself such that <f> [C(C)] is uncomplemented in C((_).  Then

\ivcj> [C(C)1 is an uncomplemented subspace of X included in Y.

Theorem 5.2. Let S be a O-dimensional compact metric space with S(     ¿ 0.

If a Banach space X contains a subspace  Y {algebraically) isometrically isomor-

phic to C(S), then there is a subspace Z of Y such that Z is (algebraically)

isometrically isomorphic to C(S) and Z is not complemented in C(S).

Proof. Let ¡i be an (algebraic) isometric isomorphism of C(S) onto Y.   By

Corollary 4.7 there is a map <f> of S onto itself such that <f> lC{S)] is uncomple-

mented in C(Y). Then fi<f> [C(5)] is an uncomplemented subspace of C(X) con-

tained in y which is (algebraically) isometrically isomorphic to C(y).
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